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About This Game

Run The Procedural Gauntlet!

Skein is a procedural dungeon shooter in the "old-skool" arcade style for one or two players where you must battle
through hordes of monsters on a quest to save the soul of a talking sheep.

A group of intrepid adventurers are travelling through a wasteland when they come across a sheep... feeling peckish, they do
what any self-respecting adventurer would do and they slaughter it without a thought, only to find out that it was a magic sheep
with the soul of a great warrior prince trapped within. Feeling a tad guilty for condemning the warrior prince to an eternity of
spiritual suffering, the adventurers decide to enter the legendary Skein to find his body and return his soul to it (and get loads,

and loads, and loads, and loads of loot while they're at it...).
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Skein is a one or two player (co-op) arcade game with the following features:

Procedural dungeons

6 unique characters, with three unique classes

A huge number of class based spells

Over 40 unique enemies, each with their own traits and talents

Special areas like the Arena, the Vault and the Caves

Local, Online and Steam leaderboards

40+ achievements

1 or 2 Player (co-op) play

 Sheep!!!!!

Skein was created by me over the course of three years as a homage to the coin-op arcade machines of old. While the game
itself has many modern features, at its heart the gameplay is decidedly "old skool" and can be picked up and played for five

minutes or several hours, either on your own or with a friend.

The concept is simple: fight through ever-bigger dungeons with ever-growing hordes of enemies in an attempt to liberate the
corpse of a disembodied sheep... although all that is simply a pretext for getting as much loot as possible and for surviving as
long as possible. On your journey to certain death you can use the magic spells you find to wipe the floor with the enemy, and
friends can drop into the game at any time to help you with the carnage. Later levels feature fiendish traps and huge Champion

monsters which have their own special attacks and powers. NOTE! This is not a huge game, but meant as a fun blaster with
which to waste some time, where the main goal, really, is to get highest on the leaderboards, win a cool title ("Lord of The

Wilting Bidet", anyone?), and get the achievements.

If you have feedback on the game, or find any errors, or even just want to say hello, then you can contact me through Twitter,
the Steam forums, or my website.

Finally, a big THANK YOU to everyone that has helped make this game a reality, especially my wife and sons, and I hope that
you enjoy your time looting the Skein and killing (and being killed by!) monsters!
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Was very disappointed when I realised this game was basically a demo. There should be more disclaimers that this game is so
short.. Train Town is fun to play with a kid. I build the tracks with my nephew and he likes to crash the trains. big fun! there are
diffent types of trains to pick from. theres steam trains to rocket trains. its not one i would play but its a blast to play with a
child to see them laugh.. This visual novel in my opinion was absolutely splendid. I say down expecting to play a bit and try it
out and next thing I knew it was over two hours later and I'd finished my first route and was immensely pleased with the overall
experience. The writing was excellent, the characters consistently interesting and likeable and the ending I got was managed to
both be surprising and satisfying. Best of all the overall route managed to develop the relationship with my targeted love interest
without ever feely rushed or forced as many games like this often do.

The only issues I had was certain side characters such as maids being relegated to grey silloutetes rather than at least a generic
image and a handful of typos/text errors. Nothing that was a big enough deal to mar the overall experience.

10/10 I would happily recommend this to anyone who enjoys visual novels.. combo fiesta. When I bought this game, I thought it
was going to be just like other visual novels, but I wasn't prepared for the amount of cuteness in this game! The are style is
fantastic and beautiful. The music was really great and each character going through different emotions was wonderful. The
different routes you can take in the game was amazing because you can either get a bad ending or a good ending and I think this
game was really funny a lot of the time and was an enjoyable experience and I would gladly recommend this game and play it
over and over!. No Gameplay, in this DLC only 3 gfx skins for the aliens.
Not worth any cents, it should be free dowloadable content.

Don't purchase this as a separate item
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The game looks nice, and runs much better now than the review stated. There still are some bugs, and the controls are confusing
at first. It seems that the menus are glitched, but maybe they are just the way they are. When I click on each tab in the menu, it
does not switch. Otherwise, most computers within the system requirements can probably run it, if anything at a lower resolution
and without the other nice stuff.. 150 hours of enjoyable experience and I do intend to play much more.

If you are looking for a slightly more casual, 2D version of singleplayer Eve Online, you've come to the right place. Excellent
sandbox style gameplay set in space with all the glory and horrors of economy, politics, exploration, backstabbing, espionage,
hunting, and of course, piracy. Oh, did I say horror? Xeno lifeforms chasing you down is only a small faucet of it!

Star Traders: Frontiers (some will refer to this as ST2) brought back all the great but distant memories I had when I first began
Eve Online in 2010. I've been mostly a PVP player over those years but this game shares a lot of its charms. Like Eve, your
choices in Star Traders have consequences. Balancing through risks and opportunities is not for the faint heart so do expect to
perform some mental gymnastics in what you do.

This game have been constantly updated and I am happy to see the devs keeping up their good work. Drop by at their forums for
suggestions and questions as they are very talkative and willing to listen to you carefully.. While the app works as advertised, it
is rather limited in functionality and doesn't appear to have been updated in over 2 years. It was interesting to play with as a first
or second "model viewer" app, but once I found other similar apps, I haven't bothered to use this one.

If you need something cheap, this might do what you need, but there are better apps out there that provide a similar function.
Many of those have more features and\/or active development.
. This is the first Steam game I've actually uninstalled. That should give you an idea of how bad it is.. Half an hour was perfectly
enough of this garbage! I cannot emphasize the importance of quality management so that games such as this will not live to see
another day! But first things first.

Atomy's "story" is about a guy who is suddenly gunned down in a pub. Miraculously he survives - if having a skeleton body can
be called survival, that is. The bartender then proposes that he wash away all his sins. We are then on to a destructive path which
means elminating everybody in our sight (and for some reason this all occurs in the Wild West).

If you check the trailer video on Steam you see how the display is divided up into two parts - it appears that the game's top-
down view is mandatory and only by holding the right mouse button can we switch to the FPS perspective. This is pretty
annoying - not only do you have to keep it pressed constantly but the right click is not available for the zoom function.

Thank God we have the spacebar for that! Reload, by the way, is non-existant so pressing R shows how many bullets we have in
our belt. This adds another section to the screen - it is pretty dumb looking at a picture divided up into 3 different parts (adding
a bullet counter - so-called HUD - would have sufficed, dear developer!).

Then of course we have the issue of the English translation. I really do not understand how come you cannot have a close friend
speaking the language fluently. Do you really, blindly, believe in a translation provided by Google Translator or another site?
Just how much time does it take to ask a friend to do a proofreading?

While under the trailer we hear music the game has no such thing. Only our shots emit a noise but that's it. Also, the game is
locked to 30 FPS and switching to FPS view can often decrease it to 20. All this thanks to a probably custom-made Unity
package. Then we have other things to mention: missing settings menu, inability to quit (hitting escape does not do anything),
enemies killing you by one-hit shots (I did remember picking up armor and something called "second chance" to no avail).

This game is a disaster. I think Atomy meant to have been Anatomy but a typo was made. And to think this game received
awards and that there are features such as "procedurally generated world" (Really? Every item \/ building \/ enemy is at the same
place after a restart) is a shame.. Sick game , would be nice if there were some more cars (maybe some initial d cars ) also
multiplayer would be nice
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